Sometime around Earth Day, 2010
Montecito, CA
Dearest Family and Friends,
I was reminded in February by a news blurb that we were late sending our 2010 New
Year’s Letter. Firecrackers and dancing dragons heralded the Chinese New Year, so we
re-focused efforts and re-titled our tome a Happy (Chinese) New Year! Letter. But sadly
we missed that date too. Then we planned a Happy Solstice! Letter, and, failing that, this
weekend, right before taxes are due, when we should be intent on the paper-chase and
number-crunching, we once again turn our attention to an update for you all. April 15th is
often grim and stressful though, and, knowing that even today we may not get this done,
let’s look a little forward in the calendar and call this a Happy Earth Day! Letter.
First, some pix of us, lest you forget our faces (best viewed at 150%):
Ri collects seashells on her beach walks. I caught her looking at some recent finds
through a magnifying glass. My sister had asked for some pix of Ri’s shells to compare
to her own finds on the coast of Maine, so I crawled under the glass table and shot
upwards.
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Here’s Arri in front of his computer. Nothing unusual? Him in front of a computer?
Well, yes there is news – it’s that logo. Arri has made the jump to Mac, and, based upon
his obvious delight, and relief, and the total absence so far of any episodes of teeth
gnashing and software cursing, he’ll never look back. Will I too one day make the leap?

Aibor just had a birthday. Here he is opening a big card. The part I don’t get though is
that 37. I only turned 40 this year, so how the heck could he be 37? Just a typo I guess.
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Aibor is enjoying the feeling of movement and control over his life. Like in this image,
driving his car. And yes, that is a suit he’s wearing. With a tie. And a button down shirt.

There is a place in the bathroom where the mirrors come together at right angles, and we
often go there to discuss things – all four of us: the good me and the bad me, the agitated
me and the calm me – and a picture follows, but before you look, an explanation: In this
particular case I think we were discussing whether Sarah Palin was merely irrelevant, or
just another desperate celebrity wannabe, or had already become just another clueless
irrelevant celebrity, or was indeed the antichrist. Although we four always work things
out, and were at this time pretty much in sorry agreement about Palin, as soon as I turned
the camera on our mob, there was posing. After all, this is how our political conversation
goes, isn’t it? If there isn’t conflict, and two distinct sides, even if one side is arguing
that the earth is flat, then no one covers it and no one hears it, so to get on camera you
have to be against something, really against someone, and if the thing/person you’re
against isn’t frightening, then you have to make stuff up to frighten people, and so when
the camera pointed, all four of us tried to look like we were definitely strongly against
something, something frightening, and we were quite agitated about it too, holding our
breaths till our faces turned red, and if you didn’t know what we were arguing about, you
would at least be frightened by our obvious agitation, especially since all of us are
reasonable, well-educated folk – in fact we all read the Economist every week.
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So how are we?
Arri is happy and working hard. As you can see from P3’s client list at their website
(www.p3.md.) he is surrounded by really serious athletes – the best in the world. And he
gets satisfaction when he sees their progress and improvements with P3’s training.
Aibor is about halfway through this nightmare. We’ve slowly scratched back some
ground after the initial onslaught and are making some solid progress now.
Ri is still suffering from her sodium-intolerance-immune-system-malfunction-or-whatever-the-f**k-it-is. Still can’t have any sodium. Her sodium intake, for YEARS now, is
around 50-200 mg a day, basically the sodium she gets in veggies, meat, eggs, etc., like a
Neanderthal. According to the Salt Institute she should be dead. A tiny bite of bread or
cheese and it’s 72 hours of raging high BP, flu-like symptoms, heart palpitations, and the
sweats. We’ve been keeping records. Perhaps one day there will be a paper to write. On
the next page are two example months of the BP records we keep. The “normal” 120/80
BPs are the solid horizontal lines. The data points are averages of daily measurements.
Note the spread in the ranges on those days when we take more than one measurement.
Much of that spread we’ve found is diurnal – higher in the AM than the PM – as it should
be. Note how in India the baseline was above normal, except the one day she actually
slept; while here in Montecito it was below normal. Note the 200/120 measurement on
Feb 2! Monthly cycle? Perhaps on these months, but not definitive. See how she had a
taste of off-the-shelf salad dressing on Nov. 2. And see the spike and 72 hour taper.
Ri leaves for India soon. And I’ll be back to carefully recording my weight every day as
I drop all those delicious pounds I’ve layered back on since Ri returned from her last trip.
Maybe this time I’ll go for a 50 pound loss. Possible? Perhaps. We’ll see. I’ll take pix.
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Me? I am still taking a lot of pictures, some stranger than others. You thought perhaps I
had peaked when I sent you those pictures of cracks in the pavement? Hardly.
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I point and shoot at anything and everything that catches my attention, basically
recording all those things that I “notice.” The following snaps were taken of some Asian
object occupying space in our living room.

I was sitting at the glass table by the picture window and noticed how the beveled edge of
the glass table distorted the image of the whatever-the-heck-that-is. And so I shot a
bunch of pictures. The light coming through the window was intermittent, and in the end
I toiled over selecting. Which is better? Which is the best? But, as is often the case, I
eventually asked “so what?” and moved on to other things. Sure, I noticed the swoosh,
but beyond recording that I noticed it, who gives a hoot? What does the picture mean?
Why did I even take it? Perhaps I have too much time on my hands? No, that’s not it.
How about a picture with some meaning, you say? I’ll give you one. First though, you
should all recognize our sweet little fat panettone Snowman in better times, dancing
merrily with his elven friends.
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Well how about this picture for some meaning? Poor little fat boy cast into a hole along
with his dopey partying elves, like bombs exploded. “Wipe that smile off your face fat
boy!” How’s that for meaning? For symbolism? A fantasy world blown up.

In fact, this past year or two we have snapped a lot of tense pictures, like this threatening
sky. Below, Ri, after sacrificing a chicken, casts a spell to disperse the conflagration.
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And paranoia ran deep. It seemed like there were cops following us all the time!

And “Danger” signs were everywhere. Even on a placid day in a very safe, well-lit place.
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Especially poignant was the shoreline debris. What is sadder than a lost toy washed up
on the beach, broken and soggy, a small child weeping somewhere?

And this year there were a lot of things washed up on the beach:
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Many an adult toy, each a dream of the open seas and tropical isles, now bent and tossed
ashore. Some salvaged quickly, while others were left to the rocks and the battering
tides, and were eventually scattered in small pieces along the beach.

Nothing left of this one but the heaviest part, the engine block.
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Luna? Does that make the owner a Lunatic, for owning a boat?

Here’s a part of the boat we’re definitely not supposed to be seeing.

However, I am not happy sharing pictures of sad things, that’s why I haven’t subjected
you to too many pix of fire-scarred landscapes, lurid headlines, or the many, many dead
things – once beautiful, now awful - that wash ashore and which I, of course, notice and
take grisly pictures of.
It’s the reflection though that really makes that last picture, no?
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And man, do I shoot a lot of reflections.

I love the look of this mercury-like liquid.
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And this bizarro world. What sort of heavenly body is that? Touch the sky, anyone?

A reflection in this glass barrier keeping pesky breezes from disturbing the guests
gathered round the pool. Heaven forbid their cocktail nappies should blow about.
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Here’s a couple of reflection pix shot pretty much from the same spot

Time of day changes the mood - setting sun, or setting moon at the crack of dawn.

The trick is in the knowing – when will the tides be low? when will the moon be full?
And of course being there to record the moments.
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On the subject of reflections, do you remember my
amazement at seeing both a shadow of Ri’s legs and
a reflection a while back (right), and promising to
work that trio? Well, I did work on it, but took it to
a surprising end point, and now have a series of
shots of Ri’s reflections sporting different bikinis.
This one below isn’t my favorite of the series but it
is cropped from a bigger picture which follows,
showing those three elements – the human form, its
shadow and its reflection – in context.

How do you think we got this picture? Well first of all you have to know when a very
high tide is followed by a very low tide, so you get a wide expanse of wet sand. Then
you have to know where the spots will be where the sand isn’t all cluttered with stuff, like
seaweed or rocks or footprints. Then you must get the best out of your model.
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So here’s the whole picture, showing model, shadow and reflection:

And there I am in the shadow on the left hunched over trying to crawl inside my tiny
camera, all the while exhorting my model to leap on cue; to leap higher; to look at the
camera; to spread her limbs; to look natural; to hop, like a rabbit; no, leap like a gazelle,
higher, fly, like an eagle! Stay suspended in the air longer! It’s hard work making
someone jump as high as they can over and over like that, and keeping them happy doing
it. While shooting, a small crowd gathered to see why I pointed my camera at the ground
and not at the model in her skimpy bikini. Ignore them - Leap, Leeeaappp! while the
sand is good! - who cares what those people think? And do try to look blasé. Like this is
all so very normal.
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Let’s wave goodbye to this reflection business, shall we?

Because there’s another important reason to be aware of the tides and to know when it’s
time to go to the beach to shoot pix, and that’s because of what happens as tides withdraw
- the sand becomes patterned.
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Some dramatic patterns highlighted by low sun angle. Looking at first like an air photo
of the Empty Quarter, the bird footprints in center give away the true scale.

A different dramatic pattern, not highlighted by shadow, but formed from the segregation
of grains of differing colors and densities, sorted by moving water.
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How can a natural, random process leave behind such a remarkably regular pattern?

And to think, those last two pictures were taken moments and yards apart in time and
space, yet are so very different. So much to record in such a small area. Click, click.
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Bigger, harder bits and pieces create their own patterns in the sand when tides ebb. This
one looks to be a cell and its flagellum.

And this pebble encourages a thought experiment about how different the wake would
look if the pebble were the moving part. Does a pebble on the beach in a retreating tide
leave the same pattern as a boat in a lake, or a comet in the sky?

I have lots of these pebble patterns, some displaying patterns similar to the earth’s
magnetosphere swept by the solar wind. Or maybe I’m the only one who sees that…..
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My favorite sand patterns are the apparitions, like these miniature primeval forests caused
by spontaneous erosion as water leaks out of the saturated sands and tiny fan deltas form.
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The retreating sea leaves other marks too, like this very subtle transition between
patterned and plain sand, where a wave has come up and washed away the pattern,
leaving no mark but the change itself.

Here, each retreating wave has left its mark, a distinct white line in the sand. I’ve been
pondering: does any other natural process leave such a fine distinct line, measureable to
the mm? You can actually count 6+ distinct events from oldest to youngest here.
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On the subject of that magical wave edge, where land ends and sea starts, how different
that transition looks depending upon your perspective, and the atmospherics, and the
point in time. With keen observance over the years, predictions can be made.

Like the blue tips of the waves (below left) are only seen at 2 certain moments of the day.
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It’s not just transitory processes which appear so different depending upon your
perspective. Even solid objects, built for a singular purpose, change from day to day.
Here’s our seawall at the Biltmore, doing what it is supposed to do in high surf.

And here’s that very same section of seawall, bleak and gray, high above a calm sea.
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And here’s that very same section of wall in the early morning light. El Dorado!

And what effects does that wall have on waves? One effect in particular I like to watch.
And that’s constructive interference. Left below, a wave crashes into the sea wall. Right
below, after crashing, a reflected wave begins its outward journey.

Whereupon the incoming wave collides with the outgoing wave and….
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Wheeee! amplitudes add and the energy is directed straight up .

Jimi Hendrix sang a line “I want to hear and see everything.” I guess that’s me, always
making observations, the camera a natural extension. Some people don’t notice things
around them – I once stepped off an elevator with a friend in Houston into a mosh pit of
squealing, hopping Hispanic females, mothers and pre-teen daughters, all dressed like
hookers, who surged towards the elevator when the doors opened expecting someone else
to emerge, and then we had to wade through the disappointed crowd. When I asked my
friend what was going on, he asked “What crowd?” “What women dressed like hookers?”
He hadn’t noticed a thing! (We found out later Menudo was staying at the hotel.)
Every day there are revelations from the simple act of observing: I noticed a crow at the
beach last week and noted how out of place it looked and wondered why, after all the
seagulls I’d seen at dumps, no matter how many hundreds of miles the dumps were from
the ocean, I had never noticed a crow at the beach before. Recently I noticed how some
Mexican music videos now incorporate that awful synchronized hilarity of Bollywood
Cinema dancing. They’ve even adopted a bit of the distinctive tinny audio.
I’ve also noticed with great dismay how much like Indian politics our politics here has
become. In India, politicians regularly rile up crowds to a frenzy of riotous pogroms by
demonizing the “others.” And when Indian politicians are caught red handed doing
something like taking all the money, when accused of doing so, they simply look shocked
and offended and swear “no I didn’t!” all the while Rupee notes fluttering around them
and poking from their bulging pockets. Sound familiar?
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Here are two pictures so dreadfully boring by themselves, one would have to ask, seeing
them individually, why I took the pictures at all. But when combining them, the answer
is obvious. These pictures, taken only several weeks apart show the dynamic nature of a
beach – the left shot after a storm where three or four feet of sand have been pulled out to
sea, and right, shot several weeks later, shows the sand returned, the boulders covered.

Another example of observation and explanation: where the west and east forks of Cold
Springs Creek come together, I noticed on a recent walk after the first rains how very
different the two forks looked. The west fork of the stream, left, is choked with gravel
and had overrun its banks. The East fork on the right was still running clear, with deep
clear pools. The explanation was obvious – the west fork drains the recent burn area,
denuded of brush, exposed to erosion, while the east fork still had it protective cover.

Since I had often contemplated the depths and reflections and moods of this particular
pool before the fire, I noticed something had changed immediately.
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Here’s a shot of the same pool before the fire.

And so in the end my question is answered – at least in part – as to why the hell I take
these pictures. The urge to observe and record and analyze, and perhaps to your chagrin
dear reader, the compulsion to report, is basic human nature. To notice things one has to
be aware, to be looking around, not to be turned inward, although there are times for that.
Record observations. Analyze those observations over time. How else did we humans
figure out the seasons, the length of a year, the size of the earth, or when a wide expanse
of sand would be good for catching the reflections of bikinied gambolers?
And so, everything works out as it should. In celebration of Earth Day I have composed
a missive extolling the benefits of observing earth’s natural processes. And not all is
stress and strife and angry mobs. Last I checked, the harbor was still full of boats, so
many boats that their masts are like a forest in the morning light. So many dreams of
open seas remain un-dashed. And fat boy was rescued from his crater and dusted off and
was back enjoying the beach, watching the girls go by. Even if you tried, you couldn’t
wipe that smile off his face, and maybe that’s why we love and cherish him.
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And the Jeschkes once again pose for their friends in front of the fire during the holidays.

And next time you’re going about your business and you notice something unusual, like a
sundog or some virga, or a rainbow or some dew, and you pause, please think of us, out
there somewhere, reaching to touch an apparition, and be happy for me….
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….and my frolicking muse Ri, for we are happy, despite the challenges we face, and our
precious Boyz have somehow maintained their sunny outlooks too.

And, oh yeah, not every picture is a simple observation, data to be analyzed without
compassion. Every so often I snap one, which has its own pleasing geometry and is just
for the looking, not for the explaining.
Love to All and Best Wishes for 2010!
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